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WOMEN AND THE HELPING
PROFESSIONS: A JUDICIAL VIEW
THE HONORABLE
JUDGE CHRISTINE M. DURHAM
Presented at the AMCAP Convention
4 October 1984

ay I ask your indulgence if I impose on you some of the issues
that arise in the context of my profession. I do so in part because, like most
professionals who step out of their own
professional neighborhood into someone else's, it is easy for me to be intimidated by the theory and doctrine of
another discipline. In order to avoid
that, I will attempt to intimidate by using
some of my own theory and jargon.
One of the themes of my remarks
this morning is that of risk, and the
introduction given by Dr. MacMurray is
extremely relevant to that theme. The
risks I am talking about are those undertaken by women who must encounter,
at various junctions of their lives, the
helping professions in one capacity or
another. These women do so often at
extraordinarily high risk to themselves:
personal risk, physical risk, and for
many and sometimes in extreme ways,
financial risk. By helping professions, I
mean the members of those professions whose work involves personal
problem solving, decision making, or
active intervention of some kind involving the core of another human
being's life. These helping professions
make decisions in ways that effect some
change for good or ill in the lives of
persons seeking assistance. This somewhat limited definition includes the
medical profession, those who are involved in the treatment of physical,
emotional, or mental ailments; the legal
profession, including my own subset,
the judiciary; and finally, education,

M

since the essence of teaching is
attempt to bring change into the lives
human beings.
Of course, anyone seeking he
from members of one of these helpi
professions is taking a risk, but I sugg
that women, who in many instanc
have been socialized to dependen
to defer to authority, and to avoid p
sonal responsibility, are taking ex
risks. You all know the Cinderella fa
tale. I recently read an essay writ
a few years ago by a single Latt
day Saint woman in her thirties w
talked about her own Cinderella fanta
Growing up, she had believed that s
was a princess in disguise and that al
would take was a prince, a party, and
dress converging at the right moment
remove her disguise and permit her
live happily ever after. She pointed o
that not only had she not encounter
any princes, but as of now she had n
even met anyfrogs-although a few r
had come into her life. The Cindere
fantasy, however, does not end with t
notion of Prin,ce Charming, the par
and the dress converging at the rig
time. The fairy tale ends, as you w
recall, with the phrase "and they liv
happily ever after."
Many women are socialized
believe that, if they can find a prin
they will indeed live happily ever aft
Many promises, spoken and unspoke
are assumed within that fairy tale. Th
women who come to the helping pr
fessions for assistance in problem so
ing are, in many instances, also bei
forced to deal with the denial of eve
thing they had been raised to believ
namely, that they will never need th
kind of help. They are already in t
process of dealing with their lost myt
with their lost assumptions, with brok
promises, and with the resulting bitt
ness. When they ask us for help, th

run the risk of being disappointed,
thrown back on what they perceive as
their own helplessness. They run the
risk of being mistreated; abuse that
could be prevented if they were dealt
with as adults.
I am particularly sensitive to the
risks women take in seeking legal and
medical services. If you have any trouble
identifying with this kind of vulnerability, just think about the last time you had
to take your car in to get that funny noise
fixed. We are all dependent on the
expertise of others when we venture
outside of our own areas of competence;
we all experience a certain sense of
helplessness. But it is much magnified
when the field of expertise, such as
medicine or law, has its own language,
vocabulary, history-even unique tools
and instruments which appear entirely
foreign and very intimidating to people
coming in from the outside. Women
seeking help also run the risk of being
exploited by unethical practitioners in
our disciplines. We have an obligation
and responsibility to police our disciplines to minimize that risk.
Finally, women asking assistance
run the risk of being damaged in some
very fundamental ways. They risk their
self-esteem when they trust a system
which sometimes acknowledges their
group identity as women rather than
their individuality. I am talking about
the kinds of subtle sexism-the attitudes
and practices-which categorize people
and their attitudes, responses, abilities,
options, and behavior on the basis of
their gender, rather than on the basis of
accurate and independent data.
In a recent major survey by Dr.
Alice I. Baumgartner, two thousand
children in Colorado were interviewed
respecting their attitudes about the opposite sex. They were asked questions
such as, "If you woke up tomorrow and
discovered that you were a boy or a girl,
how would your life be different?" In
summarizing the results of that survey,
researchers used the word "contempt"
to describe how children, in grades
three though twelve, from both metropolitan and small rural communities,

felt about being female. Now these are
not Mormon children, these are not
Utah children. They are American children from another state. Listen to some
of the things they said:
"It wouldn't be fun," said a fourthgrade boy," if I woke up and I was a girl.
I'd hope it was a bad dream and I'd go
back to sleep."
A sixth-grade boy wrote, "If I were
a girl, everybody would be better than
me because boys are better than girls."
The girls agreed. "If I were a boy I
could do more stuff better than I do it
now," said one third-grader.
"People would take my decisions
and my beliefs more seriously," said an
eleventh-grade girl.
"If I were a boy my whole life
would be easier," claimed a sixthgrader.
"I would be treated better, I would
get paid more, and be able to do more
things," said a fourth-grade girl.
Now you know if we had the boys
saying similar things about being girls
and the girls saying similar things about
being boys, maybe we could draw the
inference that the grass is simply greener
on the other side. But to these two
thousand school children in Colorado,
the grass grows greener very consistentlyon the boys' side of the fence.
The boys, asked to think about
being girls, talked about how long it
would take them to get ready for school,
how important and how hard it would
be to be as gorgeous as they needed to
be, how much they would hate being
jeered at if they were not gorgeous or
not gorgeous enough. In fact, they felt
that jeering would occur whether or not
they were gorgeous, and they worried
about that. The girls commented that as
boys they would not have to be "neat."
They would not have to worry about
how they looked or take so much time
getting ready for school. Now, as a
parent of an ll-year-old boy, I take that
with a grain of salt-his every hair has to
be in place before he leaves the house,
but there is a clear message in the
responses of the Colorado children. In
this study, not one girl expressed a
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hostile reaction to activities which she
perceived as male. However, most of
the boys did have critical or hostile
reactions to "women's work" or any
female activities, whether they involved
school, play, horne chores, marriage, or
eventual choice of occupation. Their
general view was summed up in the
words of one boy who said, "Girls can't
do anything that's fun," and the depressing words of the girl who said that
her expectation as a female was "to be
nothing."
Girls said if they were boys, they
would be professional athletes, the
president, architects, scientists, mechanics. Most of the boys said if they
were girls they would be married and
would not work. Forced to imagine
what they would do if they were married and working outside the horne,
they listed secretary and nurse most
often. They also named cocktail waitress,
social worker, airline stewardess, interior decorator, model, beauty queen,
and even prostitute as possibilities. Both
sexes, interestingly enough, named
truck driver, computer programmer,
doctor, and lawyer, an indication that at
least some of these professions are
corning to be perceived as open to both
men and women although they are
traditionally male dominated.
Asked about how their behavior
would differ, if their gender changed,
the children's responses were clear. The
boys said they would have to be nicer
and there was a long list of things that
they couldn't do. They could not climb
trees, throw spit balls, have pocket
knives, play football or basketball, or
have live snakes. The girls seemed to
know that boys are expected to conceal
their feelings and saw that as one of the
few disadvantages. "If I were a boy, I
would have to stay calm and cool whenever something happened." But the
girls also had a long list of things being a
boy would allow them to do that they
felt they could not do now.
These two thousand children from
Colorado also had different perceptions
about how the world around them
would treat them if they were to change
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their sex. "I might be shown that som
one cares how I do in school," said
girl. "My father would like me bett
said another.
The belief among boys was tha
they were girls, they would have to f
for their safety. "I would have to kn
how to handle all the drunk guys
the rapists," said an eighth-grade b
"1 would have to be around other g
all the time for safety." "The teac
would favor me," said one boy. W
the boys complained of being unfa
singled out for discipline in school,
girls complained of being ignored. T
girls' attitudes are supported by a gr
deal of other research, most of wh
you are probably familiar with. For g
the price of conformity is anonym
The boys get reprimanded, but they a
get more praise and attention.
Now, that study was done dur
the past two years. We are not talk
about 10 years ago or 20 years ago.
are talking about a generation of c
dren who will begin their lives as ad
in the next decade. So we are talk
about pervasive, subtle percepti
which-despite all our efforts to com
legal discrimination and overt sexism
the schools and elsewhere-continu
influence our children and our fam
life.
I think there are historical reas
that make the helping professions
their members particularly vulnera
to the kind of subtle sexism that is st
problem in our society. These prof
sions are ancient in their traditions, l
language, and some methods. In ad
tion, until very recently, they h
always been predominantly male. Tim
are changing. We see the changes e
in the perceptions of these child
regarding some of the professions.
change is slow. and little boys who th
about little girls in the way the boy
Baumgartner's study do, too often g
up to become professional men w
think the same way about the limitati
and the obligations of being fem
Likewise, the little girls who think
way the girls in that study think grow
to become women with attitudes

influenced
by
their
childhood
perceptions.
Let me discuss briefly some examples close to home. The other day, I had
a casual encounter with a young woman
who taught several of my children in
nursery school and of whom I was
always very fond. I asked her how
things were going, and she almost burst
into tears right there on the sidewalk.
She explained to me that things were
not going well at all for her. Her husband of 12 years had recently fallen in
love with another woman and deserted
her, and she was in the process of a
divorce. What she wanted to talk about
was the immense discomfort, fear, and
apprehension that she experienced as
she anticipated her court appearances
during the divorce proceedings. I tried
to reassure her, but I found that my
ability to do so was somewhat limited.
Although my own related experience
has been from a position of control and
power of the court system, some of her
apprehension and concern was justified.
I will disclose to you candidly that
sexism, both subtle and overt, is still extremely common in the courts of this
country. It takes many forms. It may be
in the language of judges and supervisors in court who refer to womenwhether they be witnesses or potential
jurors or, even on occasion, lawyers-as
"girls." That may not seem like a big
thing, but when a man refers to a grown
woman as a girt what has happened?
There has been a diminution in her
stature, and a relationship of superiority/
inferiority has been established. There
are other subtle things relating to
language-for instance, judges and
courtroom personnel who address
women by first names and men by surname. Again, instead of a relationship of
parity and equality, a relationship of
male power and authority versus female
helplessness is established.
Sexist or sexually-oriented jokes
and put-downs unfortunately are not
unknown in the courtrooms of this
country. I can remember one of the first
trials which I undertook in the state of
Utah-which I won. After the trial, the

judge came over to the bar and said,
"Mrs. Durham, you did the best job I've
ever seen a woman lawyer do in my
courtroom." I ask you, was that a
compliment or a put-down? Comments
on personal appearance and attractiveness are also a very subtle thing, and
there are occasions when the niceties of
human interaction call for appropriate
comments. But if the one woman in a
group-whatever it may be-is singled
out for being the pretttiest one there or
for upgrading the general appearance
of the group, she is being identified in
her sexual identity and not in her professional or business identity. She is not
being identified in the context of the
purpose for which she has come to that
gathering.
There are other ways in which
sexism is still a problem in the courts in
this country. Dr. MacMurray referred to
the problem of spouse abuse and domestic violence. Just as the efforts to
identify those incidents are very recent,
the responsiveness of the legal system
to such violence in this country is also
extraordinarily recent. Utah has attempted to deal with the domestic violence problem in a statutory context
only within the last five years. Interestingly enough, when that statute was
initially passed, among other members
of my profession, I consistently met with
jokes which attributed the responsibility
for the abuse to the victim.
There is also a tremendous resistance to becoming involved. I know
judges who frankly refused to listen to
spouse-abuse complaints because the
first statute gave litigants the specific
authority to represent themselves. It is
difficult for a lawyer or judge to deal
with someone who is representing himself or herself. Lay people do not know
the rules of evidence; they do not understand the procedural requirements of a
court, and they can disrupt your
schedule drastically because of the extra
time that they take to go through the
system. But I would suggest that one
reason why spouse-abuse problems
were discounted and ignored by many
members of my profession is that they
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were - by and large - women's
problems.
Sexism in the courts is a problem
in still other ways. In sentencing, research shows that females receive lighter
sentences than male offenders for similar offenses, and they get more noncustodial or probationary sentences.
However, female offenders who are incarcerated generally serve longer
periods of time than male offenders for
similar offenses. In the area of personal
injury, where individuals sue because
someone has committed a negligent act
that has harmed them in some way,
awards given by judges and juries are
significantly lower when women are the
injured parties. I was a little shocked
recently to participate in a conversation with a lawyer who had tried a
personal injury case involving the
wrongful death of a 16-year-old girl. It
was a products liability case involving
toxic shock syndrome. In his research
on jury awards for the value of a 16year-old girl, he had discovered that in
our region such awards are between
one-fourth and one-half the size of the
awards given for a 16-year-old boy. That
means that the juries, our peers, value
16-year-old girls at somewhere between
one-half and one-fourth the worth of
16-year-old boys. Placing economic
value on the life of a human being is
problematic to begin with, but that the
discrepancy is so extensive is shocking.
Finally, between values assigned to
male and female lives, there are the
matrimonial issues which many of us
have to deal with so often. I am sure that
a great deal of your work, like a great
deal of mine, deals directly with the
dissolution of marriage and with the
personal and legal problems encountered by people going through that
process. As a case in point, let me
describe to you briefly what happens
economically to women in a divorce.
The summary of findings of the gover's task force on integrating women
into the work place in the state of Utah
found that women comprise more than
41 percent of the work force in our state.
That percentage is consistently increas-
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ing. Most women, whether they
married or single, work because
economic necessity. Forty-five perce
or nearly half, of all the women who
working in this state are either single
separated. In other words, they
responsible to a very large degree
their own support and sometimes
that of an entire household. Two-inco
households have nearly doubled in
last 20 years, which means more wom
who are still married are also work
outside the home. Additional wom
work in support of displaced worke
husbands who are unemployed due
technological advances or econom
problems.
The average woman in our st
works for 26 years of her life span, o
double what that figure was 30 years a
(Governor's Task Force 1984, 2). Th
are employed primarily in secondary
part-time positions, which provide li
pay, few benefits, inadequate fam
support systems, and limited opp
tunity for advancement. Institutio
structures based on stereotyping d
prive women of economic independen
and deny the work place their pote
tial. Families headed by females co
prise the fastest growing segment of
poverty population in this state as w
as throughout the country. In Utah,
number of families with female heads
household has grown by 10 perc
during the last decade, and nearly h
of those families with children under
headed by females live below fede
and state guidelines for poverty. Both
Utah and nationwide this is a rapi
accelerating problem.
Recently, a very significant stu
was done in California which exte
sively viewed its reversed divorce la
(Weitzman, 1981). The revisions we
designed to eliminate the concept
fault, minimize acrimony, elimin
some of the mudslinging, and try
turn court proceedings into more eve
balanced, less emotional places for
solving economic and financial matt
rather than providing a forum for peo
to work out the personal difficult
which led them to divorce in the f

place. Unfortunately, this study did not
attempt to assess people's personal satisfaction with the changes in the law. It
did discover, however, that women have
incurred significant economic disadvantage by the change. For example, the
earning capacity of a spouse, usually the
husband, is typically worth much more
than any of the tangible assets of the
marriage. That is the thing both parties
had really invested in during the course
of a marriage of any length at all. The
study discovered that pensions and
retirement benefits, extremely significant factors in the marriage, were very
often discounted at an extremely high
level in divorce proceedings. It discovered that in the state of California
only 17 percent-that is, less than one in
five-of women who were awarded
personal support, spoused support, or
alimony ever received one dime.
That means, among other things,
that expectations of self-sufficiency for
divorced women-especially after a
marriage of any length and especially in
view of the kind of statistics that we
have just talked about in the state of
Utah on the kinds of employment available and the kinds of training many
women have-are extremely grim. It is
true that the no-fault divorce law in
California established a new norm of
self-sufficiency for younger women
who are capable of supporting themselves after divorce. In theory, however,
the law is supposed to insure support
and protection for those women who
have been married for a long time.
Women are raised to believe that someone will take care of them financially.
Everything we know about divorce and
the court system suggests that the
promise is not kept in the divorce settlement, even with respect to child support. There is an implicit assumption on
the part of courts making these kinds of
awards that women are in a position to
find a job and become self-sufficient.
There is a peculiar paradox here,
and I have heard it described as the high
cost of feminism. The paradox is that, as
women have struggled over the last
decade to equalize their access to the

work place and economic selfsufficiency, they have as a matter of
statistical fact failed dismally, for many
reasons. One of these is sexism, and
another has to do with the economy and
lifestyle choices. Notwithstanding that
failure, many of our institutions, and
particularly our judicial institutions, are
assuming that the effort has been successful and are predicating assessments,
awards, and allocation of property in
matrimonial disputes on that basis.
Therein lies the paradox. Women are
literally paying a high price, because of
unequal access and disparate standards
of living, for the legal equality they have
fought so hard to obtain. It is interesting, too, to look at the alternatives to
spouse-support or self-support. I was a
little discouraged to find out that a
woman's chance of remarriage after
divorce when she is under the age of 30
is about 75 percent, which is not so bad.
But, between the ages of 30 and 40, it
drops to 50 percent, and after the age of
40, for those women least able to fend
for themselves if they have been out of
the market place during the duration of
a lengthy marriage, it drops by half
again, down to about 20 percent. I guess
there is a sense in which - notwithstanding what Ronald Reagan says-it does
not pay to get old.
I do not mean to barrage you with
statistics, especially since I am sure each
of you has an anecdote either to illustrate one of my points or refute it, but
the statistical considerations are important for two reasons. First, they
demonstrate some of the ways in which
my profession is failing to help women.
Second, they illustrate one of the ways
in which your profession is susceptible
to failure as well. Too many women in
my view are maimed in spirit by their
encounters with our respective professions. Sometimes part of the problem
is judges, lawyers, counselors, and
therapists who are too ready to assign
blame and to increase guilt because
women do not function well under the
stress of family problems, particularly
the stress of family dissolution. During
my tenure on the trial court, I often
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heard evaluations from counselors who
seemed far too ready, in my view, to
interpret normal reaction to stress as
significant character disorders which
rendered a woman unfit for custodial
responsibilities. Economic deprivation
for instance is a very destructive force.
Any of us who have encountered it,
even second-hand, can attest to that.
In short, what I am saying is that
there is a tremendous danger that
women will be made to feel that they are
crazy or that they are not functioning
adequately in the context of circumstances which would make anyone
crazy. One would be crazy not to be
crazy, especially when facing the awesome kind of economic problems that
many women must contemplate when
they are suffering familial dissolution or
stress.
My indictment of my own profession is based on a familiarity I lack with
yours, but I do not want to let you off the
hook. You exercise enormous power
and authority in your relationship with
patients and clients. You know it, and
they know it. You study it and attemptto
understand it, and they feel it. That is so
because of the bonding necessary for
successful therapy. If you do not become intimate with a person's problems
and a person's needs, you will not be in
a position to offer help to that person.
So the risk is a necessary function of the
work that you do.
But how sensitive are you to the
world women live in? How empathic
are you to the messages that women
receive? Do you unwittingly make assumptions and are those assumptions
based on your own experience or,
worse yet, on your experience with your
own wives, nieces, and daughters? It is
not fair to make assumptions on the
basis of personal experience until your
experience has expanded to include the
scope, breadth, and depth of someone
like the Savior. I expect that the Savior is
the only human being who has ever
lived on the earth who was capable and
worthy to make assumptions on the
basis of inferences rather than overt and
objective data about what is in the heart
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of other human beings.
Do you unwittingly make assu
tions which may reinforce s
women's sense of their own limitati
or are you always careful to respon
people in terms of their life experie
their circumstances, and their indivi
needs rather than in terms of gen
assumptions or stereotypes, about
and what women are, or men are,
can do? The risks that women
when they ask us for help should
include the risk that we will apply g
eralizations or stereotypes or that
will reinforce the "I think I can't" m
which emerges in so much of wom
socialization. Our society is by
means ready to free itself from lo
held notions about the roles of men
women. At the same time, howev
think both sexes are encountering
creasing difficulty in accepting the
itations of rigid roles. The traditi
reinforcements that society has used
not working as well as they used to
It was in 1973 that a justice of
United States Supreme Court wrote
case involving a question of legal
discrimination that the pedestal u
which women have historically b
placed reveals itself upon closer ins
tion all too often to be a cage (Bren
1973). Another essay on that same s
ject observes:

The hidden message to women o
pedestal is that their work is va
because it must be done but that it i
neath the talents of men to do it. Pe
on pedestals are sometimes held in
They are also loved, cherished, and
tected. They are not respected as d
because they are held out of the m
stream, are measured by a shorter r
thinking of life in terms of its limita
instead of its opportunities. People
pedestals never get to do the work
ned to do in order to learn what they
do. People on pedestals, and mos
those people are women, are growin
thinking they can't. (Shepard, 1983)

When women survive the ne
sary risks of their dealings with us in
helping professions, they grow. Th

what risk-taking is all about. You know
more about that than 1. The job, however, for those of us who help people
solve their problems is to do everything
possible to see that the problem solving
process does not diminish their capacities in any way but enlarges them. We,
the experts, have skills which make us
powerful, for good or ill. This is particularly true of you, because your skills
relate so closely to the intimate sectors
of human life. You often exercise great
influence, and with such influence-as I
hope you all feel very deeply-comes
enormous responsibility.
In 1 Samuel 16: 7 we learn a very
important lesson:
the Lord seeth
not as man seeth; for man looketh on
the outward appearance, but the Lord
looketh on the heart./I Those attempting
to help can never be of real service to
those in need if they fail to strive to look
upon the heart. From the scriptures we
also learn, /lIt is the nature and disposition of almost all men, as soon as
they get a little authority ... [that] they
will immediately begin to exercise unrighteous dominion./I (D&C 121:39) In
that same revelation there is a wonderful discussion of the proper exercise of
power in human lives. I think that discussion is equally applicable both to
members of the helping professions as
well as bearers of the priesthood: /lNo
power or influence can or ought to be
/I •

••

maintained... only by persuasion, by
long-suffering, by gentleness and meekness unfeigned; by kindness, and pure
knowledge, which shall greatly enlarge
the soul without hypocrisy, and without
guile... . (D&C 121:41-42) What a
beautiful notion, that the soul may be
enlarged by kindness and pure
knowledge.
As I think of all the helping professions, yours strives most to combine
kindness and pure knowledge. We
work a great deal in my profession on
pure knowledge, but I do not always see
a striving for kindness. I hope that these
attributes
kindness and pure
knowledge-may continue to characterize your work with the women and
with the men who seek your help.
/1

Christine M. Durham is ajustice ofthe Utah
Supreme Court.
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